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Bond Brieﬁng

Investment Week events
Delegates at Investment Week’s Bond Brieﬁng last month
heard from a number of fund managers discussing the sector’s
prospects.
For more, go to: events.investmentweek.co.uk/bond

Three fund managers on negotiating a
challenging environment for ﬁxed income
Craig Veysey
head of ﬁxed
income, Sanlam
Private Wealth

What is your view on the timing of
interest rate rises and how has this
impacted your duration positioning?
In the SPW Strategic Investment Grade Bond
fund we augment the core fixed income
positioning, with an actively managed
tactical overlay strategy that regularly adjusts
the portfolio’s duration and FX exposure.
The Federal Reserve will most probably
not raise rates in 2015, given still tight
financial conditions and a continued
global economic slowdown. The prolonged
weakness in emerging markets, and the
consequent risks to global growth and
disinflation should make it more difficult
for major central banks, such as the
Bank of England, to countenance raising
interest rates in the coming months.
Meanwhile, the European Central Bank
and the Bank of Japan are likely to pursue
greater QE by year-end and China can
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cut rates further to provide monetary
stimulus. Core government bond markets
can remain well supported in the current
environment, led by European bond yields
pushing lower. Given our current views,
we have added to duration at a portfolio
level, through European periphery
markets, and also long-dated gilts.
Are you worried about liquidity issues?
We are not too concerned about current
liquidity issues, insofar as it impacts on
our ability to manage the fund. The core
positioning in the our fund is generally
in bonds we are willing to hold until
the bond matures, or an event we have
been anticipating materialises – such
as the bond being called early by the
issuer at a more attractive price. Our
tactical positioning is generally in much
more liquid government bond markets.
Much of the liquidity problem centres
on credit markets. This is only really a
problem for bond investors when they
require liquidity, such as when they are
a forced seller of assets, perhaps due to
fund outflows. Due to the current size
of the fund and the stable investor base,
we trade in a smaller size than the fund
behemoths and are much less subject to
the risk of outflows.

Which positions have worked well for
the fund this year?
It has been as much about what positions
have done well, as avoiding overvalued
areas of the bond market or those subject to
heightened risk from uncertain events.
The fund has benefitted from a long held
exposure to undervalued bond sectors,
such as attractively priced subordinated
financials. Specific bonds that are among
the best performing in the sterling
investment grade space, such as HSBC 5.8%
and Rabobank 6.9%, have been top ten
holdings for at least 18 months.
The returns from these steady coupon
accruing bonds, with potential for capital
uplift, have been augmented by the very
actively managed duration and currency
positioning. Some longer duration gilt
and US treasury exposure, the latter on
both a US dollar hedged and unhedged
basis, was of great benefit when credit
markets were somewhat weaker. A newly
initiated position in European peripheral
government bonds, fully currency hedged,
has also assisted of late. The fund also had
only small exposure to emerging markets
and none to emerging market currencies,
due to their inherent volatility, concerns
over US rate risk earlier in the year, and the
China slowdown.
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Funds to Watch
For more information on Investment Week’s upcoming
Funds to Watch event at the May Fair Hotel this month,
visit: events.investmentweek.co.uk/fundstowatch

Eli Pars
co-CIO and
co-head of
convertible
strategies,
Calamos
Investments
What are the advantages of
convertible bonds in the current
environment?
Our team remains constructive on the
equity market, even as elevated volatility
is anticipated by us to continue due to
fiscal policy uncertainty (elections) and
monetary policy uncertainty globally.
Given our expectations for market
volatility against the backdrop of a slowly
expanding global economy, we believe
the case for convertibles is compelling.
Convertible securities combine
attributes of equities and fixed income
securities. These hybrid characteristics
make them particularly well-suited
for periods of elevated equity market
volatility. Over full and multiple market
cycles, convertibles have historically
provided equity like returns with reduced
downside volatility.
When equity markets are falling,
convertibles typically prove more
resilient than their underlying equity,
as the bond value of the convertible
provides a floor of sorts, while investors
also receive coupon income. When equity
markets are advancing, the embedded
option to convert into shares of common
stock is likely to increase in value.
Further, because of their equity
characteristics, convertible securities have
historically proven less vulnerable to rising
interest rates than traditional fixed income
investments. While the Federal Reserve
timeline for raising interest rates remains
uncertain, investors should be prepared
ahead of the turn, and convertible securities
provide a means to do so.
Which sectors have helped
performance for the fund this year?
As convertibles can vary in their levels
of equity and credit sensitivities and
the characteristics of a convertible can
change over time, they demand active
management to capitalise on their unique
potential. In our positioning, we seek
out convertibles that we believe offer
balanced characteristics, with the aim of
achieving an asymmetrical risk/reward
profile, with more equity upside than
downside participation over full
market cycles.
Year to date through the third quarter,
the performance of our global convertible
strategy has benefitted on an absolute
basis from selections in healthcare with
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particular strength in the managed
healthcare and healthcare equipment
industries. We have also been well served
by positions in the financial sectors,
including real estate operating companies
and specialised finance.
You invest a significant portion of the
fund in non-rated convertibles. What
are the attractions for you in this area?
Given our emphasis on managing
downside risk, we typically avoid
convertibles issued by companies with
the most speculative characteristics.
Our investment process encompasses
rigorous proprietary credit analysis as
well as equity and convertible research.
We believe this comprehensive capital
structure research – a key differentiator
of our process for more than 30 years –
positions us to understand the potential
risks and returns of convertible securities
in which we invest, including the credit
risk of unrated securities.
This is an important capability, given
that non-rated issues make up a significant
percentage of the global convertible
market. Often, companies forego having
their securities rated at the outset,
avoiding a lengthy and expensive process.
We invest in non-rated convertible
securities, but only after rigorous research.
Among many factors, we will consider
company fundamentals, balance sheet
data, debt servicing prospects, and
the ratings of other securities within a
company’s capital structure.

Urs Ramseier
chairman and
CIO, Twelve
Capital

What are the attractions of investing
in insurance company bonds?
The Twelve Capital Insurance Bond
strategy aims to deliver attractive
risk-adjusted returns by investing in
subordinated debt instruments issued by
listed insurance companies.
In a well capitalised and highly
regulated industry, three hallmarks of
insurance bonds make the investment
case for this asset class compelling.
Firstly, historical yields of 4% to 6%
(gross) – higher than bank subordinated
debt, corporate investment grade bonds
and similarly rated high yield bonds.
Secondly, higher average ratings than
other corporate or bank sector bonds.
Finally, both the first points being
sustainable prospectively, in our view,
reflecting factors such as insurance
being a complex, less well understood

and researched sector, and the beneficial
impact on credit quality from the
enhanced regulation Solvency II brings.
How is your portfolio currently
positioned?
The Twelve Capital Insurance Bond
strategy is a fundamentally driven
bottom-up strategy. The overwhelming
majority of investments are in the
subordinated debt of substantial, highly
rated European companies, where the
opportunity set is currently at its greatest,
in our view.
Do you think there will be more
merger and acquisition activity
in the sector and does this create
opportunities for the fund?
We see the recent uptick in sector M&A
persisting as management teams look
to create shareholder value through this
route, given a backdrop of low growth and
competitive markets.
Financing of M&A has been, and is
expected to remain, conservative (in
part driven by regulatory oversight),
suggesting we will not see material new
issuance to support deals.
As a result, we believe performance will
not be undermined by concerns of overleverage in the sector.
We see upside potential from M&A in
the event smaller, lower-rated names
are purchased by larger, higher-rated
insurers.

Investment Week Events

Our conferences provide the opportunity for qualifying
delegates to hear from a wide range of fund managers, as
well as economists and market strategists.
Go to: investmentweek.co.uk/events
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